How will your company demonstrate compliance with LEED 4.0 Material Resource Credits?

Manufacturers have a challenging but exciting opportunity to differentiate their products to meet the credit requirements outlined in the Product Disclosure and Optimization of Material Ingredients which requires manufacturers to disclose a chemical inventory of their products.

Brand owners are dependent on suppliers within a complex value chain to provide the information necessary to demonstrate compliance with these LEED MR credits.

Material IQ is a B2B registry that provides in-depth sustainability information about materials used in a variety of products and industrial sectors

Suppliers list the sustainability attributes of their materials in Material IQ, giving product manufacturers convenient access to all of the information they need to choose better materials during the design process. This allows manufacturers to accurately verify and report that their products meet LEED MR D&I requirements.

Material IQ is a more effective supply chain communication tool
- Significantly reducing data acquisition costs
- Providing reliable information via a consistent evaluation methodology
- Acting as a marketplace for material alternatives
- Incentivizing suppliers
BENEFITS OF MATERIAL IQ

FOR MATERIAL SUPPLIERS

One stop solution for sharing compliance and material data

- Save time and money by standardizing and consolidating reporting
- Demonstrate compliance across different standards, ecolabels or restricted substance lists
- Reach new customers who value transparency and who are seeking valuable information about your products

FOR PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS

One stop solution for material selection and better product design

- Access comprehensive, third-party validated hazard data in addition to sustainability data for other key metrics for a diversity of material options in the marketplace
- Easily compare material options through standardized, simplified toxicity information
- Save time and money collecting information and screening materials
- Encourage data transparency across the supply chain

MATERIAL IQ PILOT STUDY

GreenBlue is looking for manufacturers to participate in pilot projects to explore how Material IQ can help them design and manufacture more sustainable products.

To learn more, please contact James Ewell, Director Sustainable Materials program at 434-817-1424 x328 or email james.ewell@greenblue.org

HTTP://MATERIALIQ.COM

GreenBlue is a nonprofit organization that provides business with the science and resources to make commerce more sustainable.
http://www.greenblue.org

Material IQTM is powered by:
SciVera

MATERIAL IQ FOR PRODUCT INTELLIGENCE